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Abstract

Some sound changes seem to proceed at different rates depending on lex-
ical frequency; these are often interpreted as re lecting phonetically de-
tailed exemplar memories, with changes spreading via lexical diffusion
(Pierrehumbert 2002; Bybee 2012). However, such patterns do not ne-
cessarily require word-speci ic phonetic details. Variation associated with
lexical frequency also exists when there is no evidence for a change in pro-
gress, which might be explained by the process of lexical access: Higher
lexical frequency facilitates activation, causing faster and more reduced
productions (Gahl et al. 2012; Kahn & Arnold 2012; Jurafsky et al. 2002).
This work examines how repeated exposure to word-speci ic VOT manip-
ulations in luences listeners’ category boundary between aspirated and
unaspirated stops in those words. Listeners’ VOT category boundary is
lowered after exposure to shortened VOT stimuli and also after exposure
to lengthened VOT stimuli. These results suggest that frequency-related
sound change can largely be explainedby frequencydirectly in luencing re-
duction in phonetic implementation and perceptual access. The size of the
effect differed based on the acoustic characteristics of the exposure stim-
uli; thismay suggest a role ofword-speci ic phonetic details, but could also
re lect different levels of activation due to the prototypicality of the stimuli.

1 Introduction

Some sound changes seem to depend on lexical frequency, potentially
re lecting word-speci ic exemplar memories and lexical diffusion (Pier-
rehumbert 2002; Bybee 2012). However, there is also synchronic vari-
ation across words, with greater reduction in higher frequency words
(Pluymaekers et al. 2005; Gahl 2008). This synchronic variation does
not always align with sound changes in progress; frequency effects can
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be stable. Rather than depending on word-speci ic acoustic details, fre-
quency conditioning might be explained by higher frequency facilitating
activation, causingmore reduction (Kahn&Arnold 2012; Gahl et al. 2012;
Jurafsky et al. 2002). Some effects of a word’s frequency or informativ-
ity persist even when contextual factors are accounted for (Tang & Shaw
2021; Seyfarth2014), and listenersmoreaccurately identify reducedhigh-
frequencywords than reduced low-frequencywords (Connine et al. 2008;
Pitt et al. 2011). These patterns might suggest that effects of frequency
can become part of the word’s representation if they are suf iciently con-
sistent in a speaker’s experience of that word. However, it is also possible
that higher frequency creates higher resting activation for a word, inde-
pendent of context, leading to faster activation and thus more reduction
in production and more tolerance for poor acoustic matches in percep-
tion. Experimental data can help test whether word-speci ic acoustic de-
tails are necessary to account for apparent frequency-conditioned sound
changes, or if an alternative account can also capture these patterns.

Previous work has shown that voice onset time (VOT) is shorter in
higher frequency words than in lower frequency words (e.g. Yao 2009;
Chodroff & Wilson 2017). This study investigates whether frequency it-
self is impacting expected VOT or if listeners are remembering the par-
ticular VOT that they have heard for each lexical item, by manipulating
both (a) local frequency, based on repeated exposure and (b) the VOT
in exposure items. Subsequent testing of listeners’ perceptual category
boundaries reveals an effect of both of the manipulated factors.

1.1 Word-speci ic acoustic details

Some phonological models allow individual words to be associated with
particular phonetic details. However, most of the observed patterns are
also consistent with alternative explanations based on speed of access.
Much of the evidence used in support of word-speci ic phonetic details
comes frompatterns that are correlatedwith lexical frequency, whichwill
be the focus here, though there are also patterns associated with factors
like morphological complexity (Plag et al. 2017; Seyfarth et al. 2018) and
emotional valence (Nygaard et al. 2009; Nygaard& Lunders 2002), which
might re lect different underlying processes.

It is well established that aspects of speech production like duration
are correlated with lexical frequency (e.g. Pluymaekers et al. 2005; Gahl
2008) and informativitymorebroadly (Seyfarth2014;Tang&Shaw2021).
However, it is not clear how these patterns ought to be analyzed. Some
analyses attribute these differences to listener-oriented speech planning;
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listeners do not need asmany cues to identify the presence of a high prob-
ability word (Aylett & Turk 2004; Pate & Goldwater 2015). Reduction
of high frequency words might alternatively be an automatic effect of re-
trieval; higher frequency words quickly reach high activation, and higher
activation results in faster productions (Gahl et al. 2012; Kahn & Arnold
2012; Jurafsky et al. 2002). These accounts are important in providing an
explanation for how effects of frequency arise. Some accounts combine
automatic effects of informativity with word-speci ic phonetics; words
have typical acoustic characteristics that are produced by context, but
these acoustic details eventually become associated with the particular
word (Seyfarth 2014; Tang & Shaw 2021).

Several perception experiments demonstrate that listeners make lex-
ical decisions more accurately when an acoustic token has the character-
istics that are typical of the word, e.g. presence or absence of schwa (Con-
nine et al. 2008) and the realization of an underlying /t/ (Pitt et al. 2011).
However, these effects do not necessarily indicate word-speci ic phonet-
ics. The main result in these studies is that listeners are more tolerant
of reduction in higher frequency words than in lower frequency words;
there is no evidence that reduced forms are perceivedmore accurately or
more quickly than unreduced forms, even in high-frequencywordswhere
the reduced form is common. This tolerance for reduction in higher fre-
quencywords can be predicted by higher resting activation levels. Higher
resting activation means that high frequency words are retrieved more
rapidly (Luce & Pisoni 1998), which produces a bias towards identifying
ambiguous acoustic input as being higher frequency (Howes 1957; Savin
1963; Connine et al. 1993). Consistent with this bias being an effect of
resting activation levels rather than listeners having a broader range of
pronunciations re lected in the exemplar memories of higher frequency
words, the response bias towards higher frequency words is increased
in masking noise (Sommers et al. 1997). That is, the frequency bias is
stronger when the acoustic input is more ambiguous and thus has less of
an in luence on the activation of different words.

Another line of evidence that is interpreted as re lectingword-speci ic
phonetic details comes from convergence. Some studies have foundmore
convergence in lower frequency words than in higher frequency words
(Goldinger 1998; Babel 2010; Nielsen 2011; Dias & Rosenblum 2016).
This is usually explained with exemplar models (e.g. Goldinger 1998):
The exemplars from the task make up a large proportion of the overall
exemplars for a lower frequencyword, but a small proportion of the over-
all exemplars for a higher frequency word, so they have a larger impact
on lower frequency words. However, other studies have failed to replic-
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ate the effect of lexical frequency on convergence (e.g. Pardo et al. 2013;
Pardo et al. 2017). When the acoustic characteristics of exposure stim-
uli are consistent (e.g. increased VOT in the initial stop of all words),
shifts are extended to the same sound in words that were not part of
the exposure (e.g. Nielsen 2011); this does not disprove the possibility
of word-speci ic phonetics, but does provide strong evidence for shared
acoustic targets at a phoneme level. The role of this shared phonological
level must be considered when interpreting variation in measured con-
vergence for different words in experiments which present all exposure
stimuliwith the same acousticmanipulation. Sanker (2021) directly tests
word-speci ic convergence by manipulating different words in different
directions (e.g. raised F2 in oneword and lowered F2 in another); this ex-
periment inds no evidence for word-speci ic convergence. Mere repeti-
tion increases similarity between talkersmore for lower frequencywords
than for higher frequencywords, which could create the apparent correla-
tion between lexical frequency and convergence, providing an alternative
to the explanation based on word-speci ic phonetics (Sanker 2021). On
the other hand, Rochet-Capellan & Ostry (2011) were able to elicit dis-
tinct shifts in three different words based on altering listeners’ auditory
feedback for F1 differently for each word. This result might depend on
the small number of words and the large number of repetitions for each;
it is unclear if a study usingmorewordswith fewer repetitions could ind
a similar pattern.

1.2 Regularity of sound change

The status of word-speci ic phonetic details has implications for sound
change; if individual words can have distinct acoustic targets, irregular
sound changes should be common. While there is debate about howwell
the regularity assumption holds up andwhether certain diachronic devel-
opmentsmight best be explained as irregular sound changes, themajority
of reconstructed sound changes are regular (Ringe & Eska 2013:79-82),
and other cases can usually be explained with analogy, contact between
dialects of the same language, or other processes (Harrison 2003; Gar-
rett 2015). However, some diachronic developments do pose issues for
the Neogrammarian hypothesis (e.g. Blevins &Wedel 2009).

Under some analyses, changes in progress are irregular as they spread
through the lexicon but ultimately produce regular outcomes most of the
time (Harrison 2003; Bybee 2002; Wang & Cheng 1977). Such analyses
often point to lexical frequency as evidence, because some changes seem
to progress at different rates based on lexical frequency, appearing irst in
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high frequencywords (Bybee 2002;Hay et al. 2015; Pierrehumbert 2002)
or occasionally appearing irst in low frequency words (Todd et al. 2019).
Hay et al. (2015) analyze frequency effects as re lecting detailed phon-
etic memories of individual words: Ambiguous tokens are more likely to
be misperceived and less likely to be stored, and higher frequency words
are more likely to be accurately perceived despite potential ambiguity, so
lower frequency words are more resistant to shifts that encroach on an-
other phonological category. On the other hand, when a category is mov-
ing away from another, then greater recognizability of ambiguous high
frequency words would cause low frequency words to shift more rapidly
(Todd et al. 2019).

However, frequency effects exist even when there is no evidence for a
change in progress (e.g. Gahl 2008; Bell et al. 2009) and independently of
the direction of change among changes in progress (Dinkin 2008). As dis-
cussed above, speech production is in luenced by factors like lexical fre-
quency (Pluymaekers et al. 2005; Gahl 2008) andpredictability in context
(Seyfarth 2014; Tang & Shaw 2021; Jurafsky et al. 2002), which produce
variation across the lexicon. The existence of variation does not neces-
sarily indicate that the category is shifting or splitting. Reduction-driven
shifts may irst be apparent in high-frequency words, but if this reduc-
tion leads to a shift, the prototype for the entire phonological category
is shifting based on these items changing the center of the distribution,
rather than the target phonetic details changing just for speci ic words.
The phonological category can still have a consistent target across words,
with differences caused by processes in lexical access (Gahl et al. 2012;
Kahn & Arnold 2012; Jurafsky et al. 2002). Thus, apparent frequency-
sensitive sound changes can be explained without requiring each word
to have independent phonetic details.

What different predictions aremadebydifferentmodels for frequency
effects in sound change? If phonetic details are stored individually for
each word (Goldinger 1998; Pierrehumbert 2002; Bybee 2012), then it
should be relatively common for each word to undergo a shift not shared
withotherwords, particularly if phonology is analyzedas emergent rather
than an underlying structure that links phonemes shared across words
(e.g. Johnson 1997; Goldinger 1998; Arnold et al. 2017). If variation cor-
relatedwith frequency is an automatic consequence of lexical storage and
retrieval and no word-speci ic phonetic memories exist (Gahl et al. 2012;
Kahn & Arnold 2012; Jurafsky et al. 2002), then sound changes should
all be regular. Ringe & Eska (2013) show that most sound changes are
indeed regular, and that most apparent exceptions can be explained with
analogy or other processes. However, some exceptions are a challenge
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for alternative explanations. Blevins & Wedel (2009) examine several
diachronic developments which seem to require an analysis as irregular
sound changes, in which a merger is resisted in words where the merger
would produce homophones that are not usually disambiguated by con-
text. They analyze these sound changes using an exemplarmodel with ex-
emplars both at the phoneme level and the lexical level; speakers are less
likely to use productions that would create lexical ambiguity, and thus
the typical realization of words at risk of homophony may resist a shift
that is re lected in other words. Such a model of homophony avoidance
in exemplar selection may be supported by experimental work showing
that the acoustic correlates of phonological contrasts are larger in words
with a minimal pair for that contrast, e.g. the VOT for the initial stop in
cod (cf. god) vs the initial stop in cop (Baese-Berk & Goldrick 2009). How-
ever, rather than attributing this pattern to exemplars with word-speci ic
acoustic details, Baese-Berk & Goldrick (2009) interpret their results as
re lecting hyperarticulation due to words with more neighbors requiring
higher activation to inhibit their competitors.

1.3 This paper

This work examines evidence for the phonological representation and
sound change processes that result in higher frequency words exhibit-
ing more reduction than lower frequency words, using an experiment in
which listeners are exposed to words with different VOT manipulations.
If reduction in higher frequency words is due to ease of retrieval, then
recent exposure should result in shorter VOT category boundaries, re-
gardless of the VOT in the exposure items. If listeners store word-speci ic
acoustic details, then their VOT category boundary should increase for
words heardwith long VOT and decrease for words heardwith short VOT.

2 Methods and Materials

Participantswere96native speakers of AmericanEnglish (mean age27.8;
36 male, 58 female, 2 nonbinary). The study was run online, with parti-
cipants recruited andpaid through theProli ic systemand the experiment
presented through Qualtrics.

Participants were instructed that they would complete two tasks. In
the irst task, they would hear English words and categorize the vowel in
each one as being long or short in duration. In the second task, theywould
hear English words and identify each as matching one of two associated
written response options. The stimulus items were presented as a list;
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listeners clicked on an audio player icon to hear each stimulus. Responses
were given by clicking on one of the written options given under the icon
for the stimulus. Within a block, the order of items was randomized.

There were two parts in this experiment: an exposure block and a
testing block. Stimuliweremade from recordings of one female American
English speaker readingmonosyllabic English words containing an onset
stop, produced in randomized order and recorded in a quiet roomwith a
stand-mounted Blue Yeti microphone in the Audacity software program
and digitized at a 44.1 kHz sampling rate with 16-bit quantization. A list
of all words is given in Table 1.

high frequency low frequency
came/game cob/gob
cap/gap coo/goo
cold/gold cull/gull
could/good kale/gale
pan/ban peep/beep
pat/bat perch/birch
pet/bet pike/bike
punch/bunch pudge/budge
teen/dean tame/dame
tip/dip tomb/doom
too/do torque/dork
town/down tusk/dusk

Table 1: List of words used in the study, by lexical frequency.

First, listeners completed the exposure block. In this block, they cat-
egorized the vowel of each word as being long or short in duration. This
taskwas aimed at ensuring that participants listened closely to the expos-
ure items. Listeners heard 8 words during this block, 4 with lengthened
VOT (mean 137ms) and 4with shortened VOT (mean 51ms), made from
naturally produced words beginning with voiceless aspirated stops. The
meanVOTwas the same forbothhigh frequencyand low frequencywords.
For each participant, the manipulation was consistent for all instances
of a word, e.g. town, pan, pet, could with long VOT, and tomb, peep, cob,
cull with short VOT. Each word presented during exposure was heard
with 3 different vowel durations (the naturally produced vowel, a 20%
shortened vowel, and a 20% lengthened vowel), and each of thesewas re-
peated 3 times, for a total of 9 appearances of each word. This exposure
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served to establish the local frequency of each item and potentially es-
tablish an expected VOT. There were three exposure conditions for these
target words: (a) lengthened VOT, (b) shortened VOT, (c) no exposure
(control). The words that appeared in this block were balanced across
participants; there were 6 versions of the exposure block, covering each
of the 24 words in each exposure condition.

The exposure block did not include any orthographic presentation of
each word, in order to avoid possible visual priming. While this makes it
possible that listeners sometimes perceived the stimulus as aword differ-
ent from what was intended, the naturally produced F0 and other correl-
ates of aspirated stops make it unlikely that misperception was common.
Note that if the shortened VOT items were perceived as beginning with
unaspirated stops, the predicted result would be that the VOT category
boundary might be lengthened or unchanged for words in this condition;
as will be seen subsequently, this is not the observed result.

Second, listeners completed a testing block, which tests the effect of
exposure type. In this block, listeners heardwords in isolation and identi-
ied each one as either starting with an aspirated stop or an unaspirated
stop (e.g. town vs down). Both of the words in each minimal pair roughly
matched in lexical frequency; half of the pairswere high-frequencywords
and half were low-frequencywords. Listeners heard all 24 itemsmanipu-
lated along a 3-step VOT continuum (72 total stimuli), created from recor-
ded items with ambiguous VOT produced by a trained phonetician. The
small number of steps was used to reduce the possibility that additional
exposure might obscure effects of the exposure manipulation.

These testing stimuliwere created irst by copying10msof noise from
themiddle of the aspiration of the naturally produced item to produce the
longest step and removing 10 ms of noise from the middle of the aspira-
tion of the naturally produced item to produce the shortest step, while
the naturally produced item served as the middle step. These stimuli
were tested with a pilot group of 10 participants; if the middle step was
identi ied consistently by all participants, the continuum was shifted by
10 ms in the direction of the category that was not selected, in order to
move it towards ambiguous range that might be susceptible to effects of
the exposure condition. For example, themiddle step for town/downwas
consistently identi ied as town, so this became the longest VOT step, de-
creasing the VOT of each town/down stimulus by 10 ms. If all steps were
consistently identi ied by all participants, the continuum was shifted by
20 ms. After running half of the participants (balanced across the 6 ver-
sions of the exposure block), 4 words were still identi ied with high con-
sistency, and were shifted another 10 ms for the rest of the participants.
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The stimuli had a mean VOT of 14 ms for bilabials, 32 ms for alveolars,
and 38 ms for velars.

This method of creating the testing stimuli was necessary in order to
make it possible to use only three steps in the testing continuum while
including a substantial number of stimuli that would be ambiguous. How-
ever, it means that the VOT of the testing stimuli differed by word, so the
absolute proportion of aspirated vs unaspirated responses based on in-
herent characteristics of the word (e.g. lexical frequency, place of articu-
lation of the initial stop) will not be interpretable. The key aspect of the
results is how the proportion of responses differed by exposure condition.

Statistical results are from a logistic mixed effects model, calculated
with the lme4 package in R (Bates et al. 2015); p-values were calculated
by the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al. 2015).

2.1 Hypotheses and predictions

There are two main hypotheses for how listeners will be impacted by ex-
posure to manipulated VOT:

Hypothesis A: Listeners’ lexical representations might include word-
speci ic acoustic details, andwill thus be impacted by the speci ic acoustic
characteristics they have heard for eachword presented during exposure.
Under this analysis, listeners’ expectations will align with the VOT heard
for each word during exposure; relative to words not heard during expos-
ure, they will have a category boundary with longer VOT for words heard
with lengthened VOT and a shorter VOT for words heard with shortened
VOT.

Hypothesis B: The frequency of a word might impact its accessibility
and thus its expected VOT. Under this analysis, recent repeated exposure
to a wordwill make listeners retrieve it more quickly, resulting in shorter
expected duration (including VOT), regardless of whether the exposure
tokens had shortened or lengthened VOT.

3 Results

The results are for the testing phase, in which listeners made decisions
between minimal pairs differing in the aspiration of the initial stop.

Table 2 presents the summary of a mixed effects logistic regression
model for the proportion of aspirated responses relative to unaspirated
responses (e.g. town rather than down). The ixed effects were exposure
type (lengthened VOT, shortened VOT, no exposure) and VOT continuum
step. There were random intercepts for participant and by word. Recall
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that each listener encounteredanequal numberofwordswith lengthened
VOT and shortened VOT; the exposure conditions differed across words
(balanced across participants), not across participants.

β SE z value p value
(Intercept) -0.582 0.194 -2.99 0.00276
Exposure Lengthened 0.22 0.0833 2.65 0.00818
Exposure Shortened 0.506 0.085 5.95 < 0.0001
ContinuumStep 1.19 0.0411 28.9 < 0.0001

Table 2: Regression model for responses of the unaspirated category. Reference Levels:
Exposure = None

Listeners accepted aspirated stops as having a shorter VOT in words
that they had recently been exposed to, both when the exposure stimuli
had shortened VOT and when exposure stimuli had lengthened VOT. This
tolerance for shorter VOT in aspirated stops was greater for words that
had been heard with shortened VOT during exposure than those which
had been heard with lengthened VOT during exposure. Figure 1 illus-
trates the proportion of aspirated responses for each exposure condition.

The VOT continuum stepwas also a signi icant predictor of responses;
listeners were more likely to identify stimuli as having voiceless initial
stops when the VOT was longer.
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Figure 1: Proportion of aspirated responses. The dashed line marks the proportion of
aspirated responses for words with no exposure, to facilitate comparison across condi-
tions.
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Table 3 presents the summary of a mixed effects logistic regression
model for the proportion of aspirated responses relative to unaspirated
responses when including lexical frequency as a factor. The ixed effects
were exposure type (lengthened VOT, shortened VOT, no exposure), lex-
ical frequency category (high frequency, low frequency), VOT continuum
step, and the interaction between exposure type and frequency. There
were random intercepts for participant and by word.

β SE z value p value
(Intercept) -0.55 0.237 -2.32 0.0201
Exposure Lengthened 0.355 0.126 2.81 0.00497
Exposure Shortened 0.651 0.125 5.23 < 0.0001
FrequencyCategory High -0.0632 0.272 -0.233 0.816
ContinuumStep 1.19 0.0411 28.9 < 0.0001
Exp Lengthened : FreqCat High -0.26 0.182 -1.43 0.153
Exp Shortened : FreqCat High -0.296 0.184 -1.61 0.109

Table 3: Regression model for responses of the unaspirated category. Reference Levels:
Exposure = None, FrequencyCategory = Low

The main effect of exposure type is the same as in the simpler model;
listeners accepted aspirated stops as having a shorter VOT in words that
they had recently been exposed to, both when the exposure stimuli had
shortened VOT and when exposure stimuli had lengthened VOT.

The VOT continuum step was also still a signi icant predictor of re-
sponses; listeners weremore likely to identify stimuli as having voiceless
initial stops when the VOT was longer.

There was no signi icant interaction between lexical frequency and
the effect of exposure. However, it may be noteworthy that the effect of
exposure had a trend towards being smaller for high frequency words;
this might become signi icant with a larger dataset. There was also no
signi icant main effect of lexical frequency, but recall that the manipula-
tion differed by word, so this lack of effect is not interpretable. Figure 2
illustrates the proportion of aspirated responses for each exposure con-
dition and lexical frequency category.

4 Discussion

4.1 Synchronic phonology

The results provide evidence for an effect of frequency itself, producing
shortened VOT category boundaries for words in both the shortened VOT
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Figure 2: Proportion of aspirated responses. The dashed line marks the proportion of
aspirated responses for words with no exposure, to facilitate comparison across condi-
tions.

exposure condition and the lengthened VOT exposure condition. There
was a signi icantly shorter VOT category boundary in the shortened VOT
exposure condition than in the lengthenedVOTexposure condition,which
could provide evidence for word-speci ic acoustic details but could also
re lect differences in activation of each word based on the prototypicality
of the stimulus items.

The category boundary is lowered in both VOT manipulation condi-
tions, suggesting that this shift is is due to recent exposure increasing
the frequency of these words in the local context. Differences in VOT are
based on this predictability. Salient words are accessed more easily (Da-
han et al. 2001; Dufour et al. 2013), which results in faster access across a
range of tasks, e.g. naming (McRae et al. 1990; Forster & Chambers 1973)
and lexical decision (Whaley 1978; Goh et al. 2009), as well as shorter
durations in production (Gahl 2008; Seyfarth 2014; Tang & Shaw 2021).
These differences in access are also likely to impact category boundar-
ies in perception, with listeners expecting shorter durations for words
that are more rapidly retrieved. Previous work does suggest that listen-
ers will more readily accept reduced forms for higher frequency words
than for lower frequencywords (Connine et al. 2008; Pitt et al. 2011). Un-
der this analysis, lexical frequency itself impacts the realization of VOT
and expectations in perceptual access. The shift is not due to the particu-
lar realization of VOT in the exposure stimuli, just the presence of the lex-
ical item during exposure. Such an effect does not depend on individual
words having distinct VOT targets; the underlying phonetic targets can be
uniform across words, with differences in production explained by later
processes.
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The shorter category boundary for recently heard words can also be
explained by priming. Listeners are more likely to identify ambiguous
stimuli asmatching apreviouslyheardword rather thanaword that hasn’t
already been heard before during the task (Ratcliff et al. 1997; Masson
2002). Increased activation due to recent exposure would make parti-
cipants more likely to perceive incoming stimuli as containing acceptable
tokens of voiceless aspirated stops because the higher activation of these
words means that the acoustic input doesn’t need to add as much to the
activation in order to result in that word being selected. This account
differs from the preceding account in what it predicts for the impact of
exposure on the increased acceptability of different acoustic variants. If
higher local frequency sets expectations for shorter duration based on
faster access, then this sort of exposure should only increase the accept-
ability of short VOT or other reduced forms. In contrast, if higher local fre-
quency results in generally relaxed thresholds for acoustic matches, then
other variants such as hyperarticulated forms (e.g. longer VOT in short-
VOT stops)will also bemore accepted. Under this account, the perceptual
category boundary results might not be paralleled in production.

Although both shortened VOT exposure and lengthened VOT expos-
ure resulted in accepting shorter VOTs as falling into the aspirated cat-
egory, the effect was larger for the shortened VOT exposure condition,
which might suggest that listeners do have word-speci ic VOT targets, in
addition to frequency itself affecting VOT. Recall that all participants en-
countered an equal number ofwordswith lengthenedVOTand shortened
VOT, so any differences between the lengthened VOT and shortened VOT
exposure conditions must be due to lexical effects rather than re lecting
shifts in phoneme-level targets. Under hybrid exemplarmodels, there are
exemplar clouds linked across instances of the same phoneme as well
as across instances of the same word (Goldinger 1998; Pierrehumbert
2002). Because there are farmore tokens for a phonological category (e.g.
/t/) than for the realization of a speci ic word (e.g. the /t/ in town), shifts
just in a particular word are less likely to occur than a shift in a phon-
ological category. However, it might be possible for an individual word
to shift when it has recurring patterns of its realization in natural usage
(Tang & Shaw 2021; Seyfarth 2014), or consistent repeated form in the
experimental context used in the current study.

Alternatively, the difference between conditions in this studymight be
due to the prototypicality of the VOTs used in each condition; Andruski
et al. (1994) demonstrated that words with more prototypical pronun-
ciation of their component phonemes are more strongly activated. The
shortened VOT condition in the present study had a mean VOT of 51 ms,
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which is well within the range of typical naturally produced long-VOT
stops in English. In contrast, the lengthened VOT condition had a mean
VOT of 137 ms, which is substantially longer than typical naturally pro-
duced long-VOT stops inEnglish (Allen&Miller 1999; Yao2009). Because
the exposure items in the lengthened VOT condition are less typical of the
English long-VOT category, they would produce weaker activation of the
words heard with these long VOTs, particularly given that completing the
exposure task (categorizing vowels as long or short) did not require lex-
ical access. The less prototypical exposure items in this condition would
result in a smaller increase in activation for these words than the more
prototypical exposure items in the shortened VOT condition, resulting in
a smaller effect on subsequent access.

There were no signi icant effects of a word’s lexical frequency on re-
sponses, though there was a trend towards more of an effect of exposure
with lower frequency words, which might become signi icant in a larger
dataset. An effectmight be predicted based on howoverall frequency and
local frequency interact; the salience and accessibility of a word can be
increased, but cannot be decreased in the same way. The salience of a
high-frequency word is not decreased by a fewminutes in a task without
exposure to that word, whereas a low frequency word can be made sali-
ent by recent exposure during an experimental task. It is possible that
the effects of repeated recent exposure within the task partially obscure
effects of lexical frequency. Connine et al. (1993) found a bias towards
identifying stimuli with ambiguous VOT as higher frequency words (e.g.
best rather thanpest), in a studywith a 4-stepVOT continuum. In contrast,
Politzer-Ahles et al. (2020) did not ind an effect of lexical frequency on re-
sponses, in a studywith a 9-step VOT continuum. The difference between
their results might be due to the larger number of times that each word
was heard during testing in Politzer-Ahles et al. 2020.

4.2 Implications for sound change

These results show that a change in frequency itself impacts category
boundaries, separately from the acoustic formof the stimuli that listeners
were exposed to. Based on these results, apparent frequency-sensitive
sound changes can be explained without requiring each word to have in-
dependent phonetic details.

Reduction-driven shiftsmay irst be apparent inhigh-frequencywords
(e.g. Bybee 2002; Hay et al. 2015), but that does not mean that the tar-
get phonetic details in these words have changedwhile other words have
not. It is possible that productions vary around a shared prototype, and
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the prototype for the entire category might shift if that phoneme is of-
ten produced in a particular way, e.g. based on how it is reduced in high-
frequency words (Pierrehumbert 2002; Bybee 2012). This is consistent
with frequency effects that are observed even when there is no evidence
that a change is in progress (e.g. Gahl 2008; Bell et al. 2009), which can be
explained by processes in lexical access (Gahl et al. 2012; Kahn & Arnold
2012; Jurafsky et al. 2002). Under this analysis, word-speci ic acoustic de-
tails arenot necessary for explaining synchronic variation correlatedwith
frequency nor for explaining shifts along those axes of variation, which
also explains why most sound changes are regular (Ringe & Eska 2013).
The results from the current experiment support this analysis by provid-
ing evidence for phonetic differences arising as a direct result of lexical
frequency, based on recent repeated exposure decreasing VOT category
boundaries even when the exposure stimuli had lengthened VOT.

On the other hand, the existence of an alternative explanation that can
account for many apparent word-speci ic sound changes correlated with
frequency does not necessarily mean that word-speci ic acoustic details
donot exist. Within these results, there is a signi icant differencebetween
the long-VOT and short-VOT exposure conditions; this might suggest that
listeners’ representations do include memories of word-speci ic acous-
tic detail, and that those details can be shifted with suf icient exposure
to suf iciently consistent tokens of those words (cf. Rochet-Capellan &
Ostry 2011). However, it is possible that the results of the current study
can be explained instead by the in luence of phonological prototypical-
ity on lexical activation levels. Word-speci ic acoustic details may be use-
ful for explaining the existence of irregular phonological developments
that cannot be explained by analogy or inter-dialectal borrowing, such
as the cases identi ied by Blevins & Wedel (2009), though there are rel-
atively few sound changes in this category. It is also possible that those
cases might develop due to patterns of activation interacting with lexical
competition (cf. Baese-Berk & Goldrick 2009), rather than depending on
word-speci ic acoustic details.

5 Conclusion

Manipulating local frequency with repeated exposure demonstrates that
lexical frequency itself impacts listeners’ category boundaries; listeners
aremorewilling to accept aspirated stopswith shorter VOT in aword that
they have heard repeatedly than in a word that they did not hear before
within the task, even if the tokens heard during exposure had long VOT.
These results suggest that effects of frequency can largely be explained by
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speed of lexical access (Gahl et al. 2012; Kahn & Arnold 2012), both for
synchronic variation and diachronic developments; just because higher
frequencywords have different realizations does notmean that they have
different acoustic targets in their phonological representations.

The size of the effect differed based on the acoustic characteristics of
the exposure stimuli, with shorter VOT category boundaries for words
heard with short VOT than for words heard with long VOT. This might be
similarly explained as an automatic effect of lexical access, based on the
lengthened VOTs being less prototypical than the shortened VOTs. The
less prototypical stimuliwould produceweaker activation of the stimulus
words, and thus have less of an effect on subsequent access. However,
the difference between exposure conditions could also be explained with
word-speci ic phonetic details.
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